
HVAC&R MANAGEMENT

Building systems
for the future
From designing one of the largest passive chilled beam
systems in Australia to transforming old buildings
through energy efficiency, Norman Disney & Young (NDY)
demonstrates the importance of getting HVAC systems right.
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NAB's HQ at Docklands in Melbourne

Image: NDY.
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Located on a triangular site in
Melbourne's flourishing Dockland's
precinct, 700 Bourke Street is the

new workplace for National Australia
Bank (NAB). This ground-breaking
building plays a key role in the re-
invention of Melbourne, the evolution of
Docklands' business precinct and points
to the future of sustainable workplace
design. The development consists of
14 storey enhanced Premium Grade
office that accommodates around 5,500
NAB employees, with retail and food
tenancies bringing the building footprint
to 65,000 m2.

NAB has created an authentic
workplace that enables the organisation
to realise the potential of its people,
customers and communities, and had a
clear focus on sustainability and real-time
working. A high environmental standard
was central to the design solution.

"Reducing our resource use and
operating our property portfolio
more efficiently is a key priority for
us" says Nicola Murphy, NAB head
of environmental sustainability. "It
was imperative that the sustainability
elements of the building design reflect
NAB's values."

NDY provided engineering design
services for both the base building and
NAB tenancy fit-out. A key component
of the design solution included the use of
a passive chilled beam system. Reputed
as the largest of its kind in Australia,
the passive chilled beam installation at
700 Bourke Street minimises drafts and
pollutant concentrations associated with
traditional air conditioning systems. In
order to test the reliability of the passive
cooling and heating approach, the project
adopted a number of innovative processes
including:

• An integrated 3D design process
utilising REVIT. This was a key
component to the advanced resolution
of services integration, recognising
that the majority of services in the
workplace would be visible. This
approach was quite new for its time
and a significant achievement given the
scale of the project.

• Performance testing of the passive
chilled beams in a purpose built facility.
This ensured that the passive chilled
beam capacity and comfort performed
as intended.

• The HVAC system also features a
number of energy efficient design
features including water heat recovery,
air and water economy cycles, and high
and low temperature chilled water
systems. Additionally, occupants benefit
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from increased outside air rates of 100%
above Australian Standard requirements,
controlled to indoor air quality levels.

"The combination of the passive chilled
beams system and an open atrium posed
a number of challenges" says Ben White,
director at NDY. "The chilled beam
system requires very strong control of
the building facade and the perimeter
to ensure the environmental effects
outside the building don't affect the
performance and the environment within
the building".

Feedback from NAB and building
users confirms the comfort of the passive
chilled beam installation has been
excellent. The building has achieved a
6 Star Green Star Office Design rating
and is targeting a 6 Star Green Star
Office As Built v3 rating and 5 Star
Green Star Office Interiors vl.l rating.
The building is also targeting a 5 Star
NABERS Energy rating with a formal
rating expected early in 2015.

Classic gets a modern remix
The year is 1966. Robert Menzies is
prime minister, mop-tops are all the rage,
and a new office block is completed at
247 Adelaide Street in Brisbane.

How times have changed. In 1966,
most commercial buildings were designed
and constructed with very little thought
to energy efficiency, indoor environment
quality or carbon footprint.

And yet, rather than dismiss 247
Adelaide Street as long past its use-by-
date, the building was given a makeover
that has halved its energy consumption.
In fact, the $980,000 building services
upgrade elevated the NABERS Energy
rating from 0 to 5 stars - and it is now

Chilled water tank at 247 Adelaide Street, Brisbane. Image: NDY.

one of the oldest buildings in Queensland
to achieve this rating. That's just one
reason the project took out the 'Best

"The chilled beam system
requires very strong control
of the building facade and the
perimeter."
- Ben White, NDY

HVAC&R Retrofit or Upgrade Award' at
the recent Awards of Excellence held by
the Australian Institute of Refrigeration,
Airconditioning and Heating.

View of atrium looking downwards, NAB headquarters, 700 Bourke Street, Melbourne.

The building overhaul included
installation of a high-efficiency, low-
load HVAC system, a new building
management system, LED lights and
a lighting control system. Inefficient
equipment was upgraded and new
strategies for controlling temperature
and water flow were implemented.

The retrofit is now delivering annual
energy savings of $64,000 a year - the
equivalent annual spend of 50 typical
households.

And the tenants aren't the only one
saving. The upgrade has reduced peak
demand on the grid by 33% - with
estimates that this alone could save the
Queensland Government in excess of
$400,000 a year.

Perhaps most impressive is that the
retrofit was undertaken without the loss
of a single tenant - and with the building
only out of operation for one weekend.
The improvement in temperature control
and lighting has also boosted tenant
satisfaction and attracted new tenants
to the building. By maintaining full
occupancy with refurbishing rather than
rebuilding, large quantities of waste were
diverted from landfill contributing to
further reduction of the carbon footprint.

As 247 Adelaide Street demonstrates,
investing in these buildings to bring them
up to current best practice benchmarks
improves their energy efficiency and
mitigates climate change, creates
economic uplift and enhance the appeal
our cities - and can ensure our assets
don't become as outdated as a computer
with eight megabytes of memory. EMQ
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